The performance of a computer system depends upon the efficiency of its swapping mechanisms. The swapping efficiency is a complex function of many variables. The degree of multiprogramming, the relative loading on the swapping devices, and the speed of the swapping devices are all interdependent variables that affect swapping performance.
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In this paper, a model of swapping behavior is given. The interdependence between the degree of multiprogramming, the swapping devices loadings, and the swapping devices speeds are modeled using an iterative scheme.

The validation of a model is its predictive capability. The given swapping model was applied to an actual system to predict the effect of moving the swapping activity from drums to discs. When the swapping activity was actually moved, throughput increased by 20%. The model accurately predicted this improvement.

Subtopics discussed include: (1) the modeling of blocked and overlapped disc seek activity; (2) the usefulness of empirical formulae; and (3) the calibration of unmeasurable parameters. Extensions and further applications of the model are given.
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Abstract

The performance of a computer system depends upon the efficiency of its swapping mechanisms. The swapping efficiency is a complex function of many variables. The degree of multiprogramming, the relative loading on the swapping devices, and the speed of the swapping devices are all interdependent variables that affect swapping performance.

In this paper, a model of swapping behavior is given. The interdependencies between the degree of multiprogramming, the swapping devices' loadings, and the swapping devices' speeds are modeled using an iterative scheme.

The validation of a model is its predictive capability. The given swapping model was applied to an actual system to predict the effect of moving the swapping activity from drums to discs. When the swapping activity was actually moved, throughput increased by 20%. The model accurately predicted this improvement.

Subtopics discussed include: 1) the modeling of blocked and overlapped disc seek activity, 2) the usefulness of empirical formulae, and 3) the calibration of unmeasurable parameters. Extensions and further applications of the model are given.
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1. Introduction

Queuing network models of computer systems have increased in popularity within the past few years [CS 78] [Comp 80]. These models are being constructed for an increasing range of problems (e.g., memory modeling [BBC 77], job class modeling [KT 78], passive resource modeling [SM 79], software modeling [SB 80], overhead modeling [KKT 80]). Exact and approximate solution techniques of these models have multiplied [BCMP 75] [DB 78] [RL 80] [Trip 79] [CS 80] [Zaho 80] [CH 80]. However, the motivations for constructing and solving these queuing network models are practical applications: tuning actual systems and predicting performance if some system parameters change.

Predicting system performance when the system parameters are changed is difficult. Constructing a model of an observation period is not the problem. Neither is the solution of the model the difficulty. The problem is exposing and modeling the effects upon all system parameters when a particular system parameter is altered. For example, if a system is upgraded by adding another CPU processor, the degree of multiprogramming, the amount of swapping activity, and the effective I/O device speeds are all likely to change [DACT 79]. The interdependencies among the system parameters must be understood and modeled.

In this paper, the parameter interdependencies relating to the swapping activity within a computer system are explored. A modeling approach for constructing models of swapping is given in Section 2. The prediction of parameter interdependencies under a system change is presented and validated in Section 3. A summary and further applications of the swapping models are discussed in Section 4.

2. Modeling Approach

The presentation of the modeling approach is facilitated by describing an explicit example. In Section 2.1, the queuing network model example is constructed. Parameterization of this model is done in Section 2.2. Since some of the parameters are unavailable from measurement, an iteration/calibration technique is described. The parameterization of the discs leads to a submodel of the blocking and overlapping disc seek activity. In Section 2.3, after the construction and parameterization of the example, an overview of the modeling
approach is given.

2.1 Model Construction

The example system studied is a Univac 1100/42 running under EXEC8 level 36 operating system. A central server queuing model describing the system is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Swapping Model

Standard queuing theoretical assumptions are made [CS 78]. The CPU queue is processor shared while all other queues are serviced first-come-first-served. The CPU server, the DISC rotation (i.e., latency) and transfer server, and the DISC seek servers are load dependent servers. The CPU server is load dependent since the queue is serviced by two processors. The DISC rotation and transfer server is load dependent since the queue is serviced by two channels. The DISC seek servers, one per disc unit, are load dependent since a particular disc cannot be seeking and transferring at the same time. As the load increases at a disc, the seek server is blocked more frequently, thus delaying pending requests. The drum servers and THE-REST server are load independent servers. A fixed number of customers (i.e., degree of multiprogramming (DMP), jobs, transactions) flow through the network based upon given branching probabilities (i.e., visit ratios) of requiring service at the various servers. Calculation of the parameters
(i.e., DMP, branching probabilities, service rates, load dependency factors) is described in Section 2.2.

The motivation for constructing the model as shown in Figure 1 is to accurately model the swapping activity. Feasible swapping devices include only the drums and the discs. These devices are modeled in detail. The remaining peripheral devices (e.g., tapes, printers, readers, terminals) are not the subject of analysis and, therefore, their effects on swapping are grouped together in one composite server, THE-REST. [Note: THE-REST server is not a composite server in the decomposition theory sense [CHW 75], since load dependent service rates are unavailable for THE-REST. The load independent service rate for THE-REST is found using an iteration/calibration technique described in Section 2.2.]

2.2 Model Parameterization

The model derives its parametric values from the Univac Software Instrumentation Package. This software monitor provides the following information for each channel:
- active time
- number of transactions by file type (e.g., user files, swapping activity files, directory lookup files, etc.)
- mean wait time per transaction
- mean number of words transferred per transaction by file type.

The parameterization for each server in Figure 1 follows.

CPU

The CPU parameters consist of the load dependent service rates. The CPU server is load dependent since two processors service the CPU queue.

\[
\text{CPU service rate (one in queue)} = \frac{\text{The number of transactions processed by the two CPU processors}}{\text{CPU processor 1 active time} + \text{CPU processor 2 active time}}
\]

\[
\text{CPU service rate (two or more in queue)} = 2 \times \text{CPU service rate (one in queue)}
\]
DRUMs

For each drum, the parameters consist of the branching probability to the device and the load independent mean service rate.

\[ \text{DRUM branching probability} = \frac{\text{total number of transactions processed by the CPU}}{\text{total number of transactions processed by the CPU} + \text{total number of transactions processed by the FRU}} \]

\[ \text{DRUM service rate} = \frac{\text{mean number of transactions processed by the CPU}}{\text{active time of the CPU}} \]

The drum service time is the sum of two components, access time plus transfer time. The mean transfer time is computed as the ratio of the mean number of words transferred per transaction to the channel speed (240 words/ms from hardware specifications). Since the mean drum access time is an unmeasurable quantity, it is computed as:

\[ \text{DRUM service time} = \text{DRUM access time} + \frac{\text{mean number of words transferred per transaction to the drum}}{\text{channel speed}} \]

The drum access time is necessary for prediction purposes. As swapping activity changes, the mean number of words per transaction to the drum changes. This changes the drum's mean service time. However, the drum's access time and the channel speed are assumed to be invariant. That is, once the drum access time is found, the predicted drum service rate is a function of only the mean number of words transferred per transaction to the drum.

DISC Rotation and Transfer

The parameters of the DISC rotation/transfer server consist of the load dependent service rates. The server is load dependent since two channels service the queue. Two items are assumed invariant: 1) the mean rotation time per transaction which is roughly one half a disc revolution (8.3 ms from hardware specifications) and 2) the channel speed (179 words/ms from hardware specifications).
DISC rotation and transfer service rate (one in queue)

\[
\text{DISC rotation time} \times \text{DISC transfer time}
\]

DISC rotation and transfer service rate (two or more in queue)

\[
\text{DISC rotation time} \times \frac{\text{the number of words per transaction at the disc}}{\text{DISC channel queue}}
\]

DISC rotation and transfer service rate (one in queue)

\[
2 \times \text{DISC rotation and transfer service rate (one in queue)}
\]

**DISC Seek**

The parameters of each DISC seek server are the branching probability to the device and the load dependent service rate.

\[
\text{DISC seek branching probability} \times \frac{\text{the number of transactions processed by the disc}}{\text{total number of transactions processed by the CPU}}
\]

The disc seek load dependent service rates are not straightforward. The servers cannot be assumed to be load independent. A particular disc request causes a device seek followed by rotation and channel transfer. (For the moment, other components such as the channel time to initiate the seek are ignored.) The seek, rotation, and transfer activities engage the disc device but only the rotation and transfer activities engage the channel. While a particular disc device is seeking, parallel seeking or transferring on different disc devices is possible. However, while seeking on a particular device, no rotation or transfer from the device is possible, and vice versa. Therefore, if two requests are queued at a particular disc device, the first request is serviced and can then proceed to the rotation and transfer queue, while the second seek request must wait until the first request has finished transferring. While rotating and transferring from a particular disc device, the disc is blocked from seeking.

Queuing network models which allow blocking do not have product form solutions. The approach used here is to replace the blocking by load dependent servers. When only one request is at a particular disc, it can be serviced by the seek server at a rate dependent upon the movement speed of the read/write arm (30 ms from hardware
 specifications). When two or more requests are at a particular disc, the first request can proceed normally since it experiences no extra delays (i.e., blocking), but the pending requests are delayed. The amount of extra delay is the expected waiting time experienced at the rotation and transfer queue.

\[
\text{DISC seek service rate (one in queue)} = \frac{1}{\text{time to move read/write arm}} \\
\text{DISC seek service rate (two or more in queue)} = \frac{1}{\text{time to move read/write arm} - \text{average waiting time at the rotation and transfer server}}
\]

The average waiting time at the rotation and transfer server is a function of the load placed upon the discs. To get an approximation for this waiting time, we assume the rotation and transfer server behaves as an $M/M/2$ queue. Therefore,

\[
\text{average waiting time at the rotation and transfer server} = \frac{\mu}{\mu^2 - \lambda}
\]

where $\lambda = \text{DISC rotation and transfer service rate (one in queue)}$

and $\lambda = \text{the number of transactions processed by all the discs in observation time period}$

Two extensions can be easily made which make the disc seek service rates more accurate. First, when only one customer is in queue, the time needed to acquire the channel initially to initiate the seek can be included. If the channels are both busy, this time is the mean time until a channel finishes transferring its current request. If one channel is idle, the time required to obtain a channel to initiate a seek is zero. Second, when two or more customers are in queue, the extra delay spent as a result of blocking is, 1) the expected waiting time in only the queue at the rotation and transfer server, plus 2) the expected transfer time of a request to the particular blocked disc. This utilizes the information that different discs have different mean file sizes (i.e., different average number of words transferred per transaction) and thus experience different transfer times. That is, a large file transfer blocks a disc longer than a small file transfer.

Two items should be noted: 1) the model of load dependent disc
seek servers is an approximation of the actual blocking situation, and 2) in the model when two or more transactions are at the seek server, the first transaction is delayed an extra amount of time and the final transaction is not, instead of the other way around as in practice. Other approximations for this channel/device blocking are available [ZHS 78] [KKT 80] [Bard 80] [Hunt 81].

THE-REST and the DMP

The parameters of THE-REST server consist of the branching probability to the server and its load independent mean service rate.

\[
\text{THE-REST branching probability} \times \frac{\text{the number of transactions processed by the CPU}}{\text{all number of transactions processed by the CPU}}
\]

The mean service rate of THE-REST is unmeasurable since it is a composite rate of many devices which are not explicitly modeled. The degree of multiprogramming, DMP, is not accurately measured by the software monitor. These two parameters are found by using the following iteration/calibration technique.

1. Guess an initial value for the DMP.

2. Guess an initial value for the mean service rate of THE-REST.

3. Solve the queuing network model for the throughputs of each server.

4. If the modeled throughputs do not match the observed throughputs on the explicitly modeled devices, change the mean service rate of THE-REST. If the model overestimates (underestimates) the throughputs, decrease (increase) the mean service rate of THE-REST.

5. Iterate on steps 3 and 4 until the modeled and observed throughputs match.

6. Check the modeled mean wait times at the explicitly modeled devices. If they do not match the observed mean wait times, change the DMP. If the model overestimates (underestimates) the mean wait times, decrease (increase) the DMP.

7. Iterate on steps 2 through 6 until the modeled and observed throughputs and wait times match.
As an example of the parameterization, a benchmark was constructed with all swapping allocated to the drums, which is what is done in practice. Figure 2 gives the parameterized model.
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Figure 2: Parameterized Model -- Swapping to the Drums

Modeled versus observed performance is shown in Table 1 and demonstrates the accuracy of the parameterization techniques described.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Modeled</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>% Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drum 1 throughput (transactions per second)</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum 1 utilization (percent)</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU wait time (milliseconds)</td>
<td>124.0</td>
<td>126.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum 2 throughput</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum 2 utilization</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum 2 wait time</td>
<td>166.3</td>
<td>167.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISC throughput</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU throughput</td>
<td>101.0</td>
<td>101.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Overview

The primary theme in the modeling approach is to explicitly and accurately model the possible swapping devices. The effects that other peripheral devices have upon swapping are modeled via a composite server whose parameters are found using iteration/calibration. An overview procedure of the modeling approach presented is:
1. Construct a queuing network model of the system. Identify those servers that may be used for swapping activity. Model the swapping servers' activities in detail.

2. Determine the service rate characteristics (possibly load dependent) of the CPU server.

3. For each server that may be used for swapping activity:
   
   a) Determine the relative loading (i.e., visit ratios, branching probabilities).
   
   b) Determine the service rate characteristics (possibly load dependent). The service rates should be a function of the average number of words transferred per transaction. This allows a mechanism to easily model swapping activity changes since a change in the swapping activity alters the average number of words per transaction as seen by the device.

4. Group the remaining non-swapping devices into a single server. Determine the relative loading to this composite server.

5. Use the unmeasurable parameters (e.g., the service rate characteristics of the composite server, the degree of multiprogramming) as calibration variables to, as closely as possible, match observed performance measures to modeled performance measures.

3. Validation => Prediction of Parametric Interdependencies

The validation of any modeling approach is its predictive capability. It is one issue to construct a model which faithfully reproduces performance measures which are based upon observed performance measures. It is quite another issue to independently alter the model and the actual system and still have consistent performance between the two. This second issue addresses model validation.

Irrespective of validation, the predictive capability of a model has a second purpose -- application. Primary uses of a model include answering "what if" questions and illustrating system inefficiencies.

This section addresses both the validation and the application of the modeling approach presented in the previous section. The benchmark example of the previous section indicates overutilization of the drums and underutilization of the discs. One component of the drum activity is the swapping activity. The "what if" question is: what would happen to system performance if all the swapping activity were moved to the discs? In practice, the swapping activity is typically assigned to the
"fastest" devices (e.g., the drums), while the "slower" devices (e.g., the discs) are underutilized. However, due to multiple channeling and parallelism, these "slower" devices can provide comparable or superior performance. In order to answer the "what if" question accurately, the parametric interdependencies when the system is altered are identified and modeled. The benchmark is rerun on the altered system. A degree of model validation is attained once predicted and observed performance agree. Section 3.1 outlines a procedure to predict parameter interdependencies. Section 3.2 presents results from the procedure's application.

3.1 Parameter Prediction Scheme

The system change under consideration here is moving all swapping activity from the drums to the discs. At first glance, moving the swapping activity from drum to disc appears unwise since drums are "faster" devices. However, considering overlapped disc seek times and comparable rotation and transfer times, swapping to disc becomes a viable option.

An iterative scheme is given to predict the interdependencies among the parameters when swapping activity is moved from the drums to the discs. From Section 2, a parameterized base model of the system when the swapping activity is assigned to the drums is assumed (i.e., Figure 2).

1. Assume that the DMP, CPU service rate, and THE-REST service rate remain invariant. Recall that the DMP and THE-REST service rate are unmeasured parameters and are found via iteration/calibration in the base model.

2. Assume, for the moment, that the amount of swap activity (i.e., the number of swap transactions) remains the same as in the base model.

3. Predict new branching probabilities. This is not a trivial step. The amount and location of available disc space is found and the proportion of the swap activity moved from the drums to the individual discs is predicted based upon the amount and location of this available disc space. Since the swapping activity is moved from the drums, the drums have more free space. Most systems have a "pecking order" to search among the devices for dynamic (e.g., temporary) file space. Drums are typically high in this pecking order. Thus, when the swapping activity is moved from the drums to the discs, many dynamic files automatically migrate to the drums to utilize its free space. These dynamic file characteristics must be identified since they influence the new branching probabilities.
4. Predict the new average number of words per transaction to each device. Step 3 is essentially predicting the new file assignment. Knowing which files are on which devices and knowing the file access frequencies, the new average number of words per transaction to each device can be calculated. Swapping activities invariably have a large number of words associated with each swap transaction, while user and dynamic file activities usually have a smaller number of words transferred per transaction.

5. Calculate new service rates for the drum and the rotation and transfer disc servers. These rates are strictly a function of the average number of words transferred per transaction found in step 4. Recall that the drum access time, the drum channel speed, the disc rotation time, and the disc channel speed are all assumed invariant (see Section 2.2).

6. Guess a throughput value for the discs (i.e., \( \lambda \) in Section 2.2).

7. Calculate the average wait time at the rotation and transfer disc server. Knowing the throughput and the service rate at the server, the \( M/M/2 \) analysis of Section 2.2 is applicable.

8. Calculate the service rates for the disc seek servers. Recall that these rates are load dependent based upon the average wait time at the rotation and transfer disc server.

9. Solve the model. All parameters have now been predicted and predicted performance measures can be obtained (e.g., [BB 80]).

10. If the predicted throughput for the discs does not match the guessed value in step 6, iterate on steps 6 through 9 using the new predicted throughput.

11. If the average number of customers in the model, excluding the REST server, decreases (increases), then swapping activity will likewise decrease (increase). If the DMP in the main central server model decreases, fewer customers compete for memory and the swapping activity decreases [DAGT 79]. Predict the amount of decrease (increase) from the empirical formula:

\[
\% \text{ DMP decrease(increase)} = 1.5 \% \text{ swapping rate decrease(increase)}
\]

This formula is derived from the following graph. A series of over 100 observations of the actual machine on typical days were made to observe the relationship between the DMP and the amount of swapping activity.
12. Iterate on steps 3 through 12 changing branching probabilities, average numbers of words transferred per transaction, and service rates for each device. Terminate when the DMP in the main central server model (excluding THE-REST server) does not significantly change.

3.2 Results

The iterative scheme presented in the previous section was applied to the base parameterized model when swapping activity was assigned to the drums (see Figure 2). The swapping activity was assigned to the discs and the benchmark was rerun. Table 2 gives the results.
The comparison between the parameter predictions and the actual parameters is good. This is in spite of large actual parametric changes when the swapping activity was moved (see Table 2, column entitled "% change"). The accuracy with which the model predicted the observed parameters provides validation for the modeling approach.

4. Conclusions

A modeling approach for the swapping activity in a computer system has been presented. A queuing network model is constructed, detailing the swapping devices. Necessary but unmeasured parameters are found via iteration/calibration. The number of iterations needed to find the unmeasured parameters (i.e., THE-REST service rate and the DMP) is small (e.g., less than 4 iterations were necessary in all cases considered).
Validation of the modeling approach is done using prediction. Since swapping mechanisms affect many system parameters, the interdependencies among these parameters are modeled. These interdependencies are modeled in various ways: 1) hardware formula calculation (e.g., the drum service rate is a function of the access time and the transfer time, which is a function of the average transaction size, which is a function of the file assignment/branching probabilities, which depend upon the swapping activity), 2) empirical formula calculation (e.g., the amount of swapping activity depends upon the number of jobs contending for resources, DMP, and is found by observing previous performance), and 3) iteration (e.g., since many parameters interrelate, guess one parameter value, say, the amount of swapping activity, calculate the other interrelated parameters, repredict the amount of swapping activity, and iterate).

The application of models of swapping provides practical benefits. The practical benefit suggested in this paper is that of tuning. That is, which set of devices and which loading factors for each device should be used for swapping to obtain optimal performance? Another application is the determination of the optimal number of interactive terminals to be active at any one time. If too few terminals are connected, the resources are underutilized. If too many terminals are connected, thrashing results. Since the model considers the effects of swapping, the point where the addition of another terminal would cause more extra swapping than extra resource utilization can be determined.

These applications, accurate models of parallelism and blocking, and the discovery of parameter interdependencies are subjects for further research.
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